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Abstract

Question: Can a new cost-distance model help us to
evaluate the potential for accessibility bias in ecological
observations? Howmuch accessibility bias is present in the
vegetation monitoring plots accumulated over the last
three decades in Great Smoky Mountains National Park?

Location: Great Smoky Mountains National Park, North
Carolina and Tennessee, USA.

Methods: Distance, slope, stream crossings, and vegeta-
tion density were incorporated into a least-cost model of
energetic expenditure for human access to locations.

Results: Estimated round-trip energy costs for the park
ranged from 0 to 1.62�105 J kg� 1. The estimated round-
trip energetic expenditure for the surveys ranged from 53
to 1.51�105 J kg� 1. Their distribution was more accessi-
ble than the random expectation. Ten (17%) of the
vegetation types in the park are significantly under-
sampled relative to their area, and 16 (29%) are over-
sampled. Plots in 18 of the 40 vegetation types exhibited a
significant positive correlation with accessibility.

Conclusions: The least-cost model is an improvement over
previous attempts to quantify accessibility. The bias in
plot locations suggests using a least-cost model to test for
bias in cases in which human accessibility is confounded
with other sources of ecosystem variation.

Keywords: Cost-distance; Great Smoky Mountains National
Park; Human accessibility; Least-cost paths; Sampling bias.

Nomenclature: Weakley (2008).

Introduction

The ability of humans to reach a particular lo-
cation in a landscape, termed here ‘‘accessibility’’,

varies with the built infrastructure (e.g., roads and
trails) and natural features of the landscape, such as
terrain steepness, barriers to travel (e.g., stream
crossings), and vegetation density. Accessibility is
important because direct and indirect human im-
pacts on ecosystems vary with this parameter
(Trombulak & Frissell 2000). In addition, accessi-
bility may itself be correlated with environmental
features since topography and substrate affect con-
struction costs, leading to a potential confounding
of environmental and human effects. Finally, acces-
sibility is potentially important to ecological studies
because observations may be differentially carried
out in accessible locations, as a way of reducing
costs and increasing the efficiency of data collection
(Greenwood 1996).

The potential significance of accessibility leads
to an important question: does sampling in acces-
sible locations create bias in the observations; for
example, if accessibility is correlated with distribu-
tion of vegetation types, if there is turnover in
composition from accessible to inaccessible loca-
tions of the same vegetation types, or if human
effects themselves influence local environmental
conditions or the behavior or distribution of
organisms. The latter effect could be positive (dis-
turbance-dependent and invasive species along road
corridors) or negative (species that are harvested or
those that avoid human contact).

Despite the obvious importance of accessibility,
its quantification has been simplistic. Distance from
a road is the typical measure, which ignores the in-
fluences of topography, water features, and
vegetation. Yet, even with this crude measure, stu-
dies have shown that increased distance from roads
results in increased frequency of native grasses
(Gelbard & Harrison 2003) and changes in move-
ment behavior for a wide variety of animals,
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including black bear (Brody & Pelton 1989), grizzly
bear (McLellan & Shackleton 1988), elk (Grover &
Thompson 1986), mule deer (Rost & Bailey 1979),
and wolves (Whittington et al. 2005); see also
Trombulak & Frissell (2000) for a full review,

Cost-distance analysis is a more sophisticated
approach that has been used extensively in wildlife
biology to assess functional connectivity of land-
scapes for a variety of species (e.g., Schadt et al.
2002; Larue &Nielsen 2008). Costs are calculated by
applying a least-cost path algorithm to a source
raster and a resistance raster (Adriaensen et al.
2003). Human movements have also been analyzed
using cost-distance approaches. Tobler (1993) was
the first to use the Imhof (1950) ‘‘hiking function’’ to
calculate the cost associated with traversing a land-
scape. The ‘‘hiking function’’ estimates the velocity
of travel for hikers across different slopes. A few
anthropological studies have used similar functions
to estimate the frequency of interaction between
tribes as a function of hiking time between villages
(e.g., Van Leusen 2002; Hare 2004). However, the
‘‘hiking function’’ has three weaknesses. First, en-
ergetic expenditure is a better measure of the true
physiological cost associated with hiking than velo-
city (Rose et al. 1994). Second, the ‘‘hiking
function’’ is symmetric about a � 11 slope so that
walking speed is roughly identical for uphill and
downhill as steepness increases. Treadmill experi-
ments show that energetic expenditure is
asymmetric between uphill and downhill slopes
(Minetti et al. 1993, 1994, 2001; Minetti 1995;
Minetti et al. 2002). Finally, the ‘‘hiking function’’
does not consider costs associated with traversing
obstacles, such as streams and vegetation.

Here, we use empirical estimates of energetic
costs associated with traversing different vegetation
densities from Soule & Goldman (1972) and in-
corporate these into a new cost-distance model that
estimates the energetic cost associated with hiking
along the least-cost path from the nearest car-acces-
sible road to any point on a landscape. This model
incorporates not only surface distance, but also the
isotropic (i.e., direction-independent) friction asso-
ciated with landscape features such as trails,
vegetation, and streams. Further, we include an an-
isotropic (i.e., direction-dependent) factor that
estimates the energetic cost associated with hiking
along slopes of different gradient. We use the model
to assess accessibility bias of permanent vegetation
plots in Great Smoky Mountains National Park
(GSMNP), North Carolina and Tennessee, USA.
We asked the following questions: What advantages
does a more sophisticated model have over simple

distance? Which model parameters have the greatest
influence on energetic costs and therefore suggest
priorities for future model improvements? How se-
vere is the bias towards accessible locations in
permanent vegetation plots? Does this bias vary
among vegetation types or along topographic gra-
dients? The model of human accessibility we present
represents the first estimate of round-trip energetic
cost (in J kg� 1) that incorporates the anisotropic
costs of slope walking as well as the isotropic costs
of walking through vegetation and streams.

Materials and Methods

Study area

GSMNP is a 2�105 ha national park in the
Southern Appalachian Mountains of North Car-
olina and Tennessee, USA (Fig. 1). Elevation varies
from 184 to 2029m. There are 845 km of roads
within and surrounding the park, with a main road
(Newfound Gap Road) running N-S through the
center of the park (Fig. 1). There are 1295 km of
hiking trails in park.

Data

We used a series of GIS layers including a digi-
tal elevation model (DEM, resolution 10m2) and
vector data for roads, trails, and streams (B. Zank,
pers. comm.). We used an overstory vegetation
polygon layer developed by the University of Geor-
gia Center for Remote Sensing and Mapping that
was hand-delineated from 23 cm�23-m resolution
aerial photographs (CRMS, Madden et al. 2004).
The digital representation of each vegetation type
was at least 80% accurate, based on collected field
data (Jenkins 2007). The final classification inclu-
ded 56 vegetation types following the US National
Vegetation Classification System, part of the Inter-
national Vegetation Classification System (Nature-
Serve 2006).

One of the most significant physiognomic fea-
tures of GSMNP, even to a casual observer, is the
distribution of ericaceous shrubs of the genera Rho-
dodendron and Kalmia, which reach the height of
small trees in the park (Weakley 2008). Although
their abundance varies, approximately 24% of the
park can be considered to have moderate or heavy
dominance of these taxa. These thickly tangled,
evergreen stands, sometimes referred to as ‘‘hells’’,
are extremely difficult to travel through, and re-
present a significant barrier to the accessibility of
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interior regions of the park. For mapping the dis-
tributions of Rhododendron spp. (R. maximum, R.
catawbiense, R. minus, and R. carolinianum) and
Kalmia latifolia, we used an understory map devel-
oped by CRMS (Madden et al. 2004) that records
the dominant evergreen species present in the un-
derstory. This classification gave a low, medium,
and high density to the distribution of these two
genera based on cover. Low densities hado50%
cover of these species, medium had 50-80%, and
heavy had 480% cover.

The vegetation plots used in this study were ob-
tained from a recently compiled database of
vegetation surveys conducted in GSMNP beginning
in 1972 and continuing until 2004. The data are
composed of 1104 individual survey plots and re-
present the vast majority of vegetation surveys
conducted in the park. The geolocations of each
survey unit in these data are known within approxi-
mately 50m. This is a coarser resolution than the
accessibility model itself, which is 10m. We chose
the smaller grain size for the model to reflect the best
available GIS data. However, the resulting model is
strongly autocorrelated, minimizing the probability
of gross errors of plot accessibility for a 50-m error
in location.

Constructing the energetic cost model

The energetic cost model is based on an accu-
mulative least-cost path algorithm. The model was
built in ArcGIS 9.2, using the Pathdistance function
(ESRI 2006). The model is computed on a lattice of
equal area cells. The extent of this lattice matched
that of the park and the cell size was 100m2. The
least-cost path algorithm computes the total en-
ergetic cost to travel from a focal area (the park) to a
source area; in this case, the roads. The algorithm
determines the least-cost path by starting from the
focal cell and successively finding adjacent cells (in
an 8-cell neighborhood) that are least costly. This
process continues until a source cell is reached. Al-
though the algorithm starts from an interior
location, it ends up with the correct answer for the
least-cost path from the nearest road. The energetic
cost assigned to a focal cell is the sum of the in-
dividual cell costs along the least-cost path.

For a given cell, the energetic cost (Cost J kg� 1)
of traversal is calculated from:

Cost ¼ S � I � A� E ð1Þ
where S is the surface distance (m), I is the sum of
the isotropic costs, A is the sum of the anisotropic

Fig. 1. Energetic cost estimates for GSMNP based on a least-cost path model of round-trip energetic expenditures. Paths
were calculated from roads to every other point in the park. There are twomajor areas of inaccessibility: one located north of
Fontana Lake and the other in the high-elevation eastern portion of the park. The collection of 1104 vegetation surveys that
were used to assess sample correlation with accessibility is also shown.
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costs, and E is a constant that converts surface dis-
tance in meters to energetic cost in J kg� 1. Surface
distance (S) is the linear distance of travel across the
surface of the Earth. Isotropic costs (I) are those
energetic costs that do not change with the direction
of travel. These include the friction associated with
the trail surface, the vegetation, and any water fea-
tures that are present. Anisotropic costs (A) are
those costs that are dependent upon the direction of
travel. The only anisotropic cost in this model was
the cost associated with hiking on a slope. Slope
costs are anisotropic because the perceived slope of
a surface changes depending on the direction from
which it is approached.

Isotropic costs

Three landscape classes isotropically influence
the energetic cost of hiking: trails, vegetation, and
streams. There is some history of calculating the in-
crease in energetic costs associated with different
terrains, especially in military applications (e.g.,
Soule & Goldman 1972). Imhof (1950) suggested
that the effect of walking on- versus off-trail reduces
speed by 60%. In a more detailed study, Soule &
Goldman (1972) recorded energetic expenditure for
test subjects walking on roads and trails, through
light and heavy brush, and through swamps, and
calculated energetic cost coefficients for each of
these terrains. We have used these coefficients as the
isotropic costs of vegetation and off-trail hiking in
this model (Table 1). Unfortunately, Soule & Gold-
man (1972) do not explicitly define what is meant by
light brush and heavy brush. For this model, we
have assumed that any off-trail walking in GSMNP
could be considered light brush in the context of
Soule & Goldman (1972). We considered the effect
of a medium to heavy density of Rhododendron and
Kalmia to be equivalent to heavy brush in the con-
text of Soule & Goldman (1972).

There is no previous research on the impact of
streams on accessibility, as there is for vegetation
and trail versus off-trail walking. High elevation,
first-order streams are rarely difficult to cross, if they
are flowing at all, while lower-elevation streams can

be virtually impossible to cross. Taking this into
account, we modeled the energetic expenditure as-
sociated with crossing a stream as a function of
stream discharge. Stream discharge, which is typi-
cally measured using Manning’s equation (Gore
1996), is controlled by two factors: stream cross-
sectional area and stream velocity. Following the
general form of theManning equation, we let stream
area be proportional to the logarithm of accumu-
lated flow from the upslope area. We let stream
velocity vary with the tangent of slope. Steeper
slopes have faster streams. Using these relationships,
we estimated the proportional increase in energetic
cost associated with stream crossing (Cst) to be:

CSt ¼ a lnðFÞ tanðSÞ þ b ð2Þ
where F is the accumulated flow of the stream, S is
the slope, b is the baseline friction associated with
crossing a stream of slope 0, as specified for swamps
in Soule & Goldman (1972), and a is a fitted para-
meter used to standardize the minimum stream
crossing friction to be equal to the friction of walk-
ing on a trail.

Anisotropic cost: Slope

Instead, of using the Imhof ‘‘hiking function’’ to
calculate the cost of walking on slopes, we have syn-
thesized recent work in biomechanics to generate a
new hiking function based on energetic cost rather
than velocity. There have been a variety of studies
assessing the impact of slope on the energetic ex-
penditure of walking and running (See Rose et al.
1994 for a comprehensive treatment). Only a few,
however, focus on the energetic cost of walking on re-
latively steep terrain (e.g., Minetti 1995; Minetti et al.
2001, 1993, 1994, 2002). Minetti et al. (2002) de-
termined the energetic cost associated with walking up
and down slopes ranging from � 241 to 1241. They
found that the slope with the smallest energetic cost
was � 61. At slopes greater than this, costs rise shar-
ply. At slopes less than this, costs rise slowly. To reflect
these trends, we fitted two second-order polynomials
to the treadmill experiments of Minetti et al. (2002):

W ¼ 20:9 tanðSÞ2 þ 4:18 tanðSÞ þ 1:38 �60oSo� 6

52:1� 103 tanðSÞ2 þ 10:4 tanðSÞ þ 2:65 �6oSo60

(

ð3Þ
where W is the energetic cost (Jkg� 1m� 1) and S is
the local slope in degrees. The conversion from surface
distance to energetic costs (E in Eq. 1) is subsumed in
Eq. 3. Extrapolation of the Minetti et al. (2002) func-
tions was necessary since slopes in the park are often

Table 1. Energetic cost coefficients for different terrains in
the least-cost path model of human accessibility.

Terrain Soule & Goldman (1972) Coefficient

Trail Dirt 1.2
Off-Trail Light Brush 1.31
Rhododendron sp.-Kalmia sp. Heavy Brush 1.59
Stream (Slope ! 0) Swamp 1.87
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greater than 241, and people can traverse steeper
slopes than these. Maximal slope in the model was
601. Slopes steeper than this were considered im-
possible to traverse in that direction.

The functions that we derived from Minetti
et al. (2002) consider the cost of traversing a slope in
one direction only. It is round-trip costs, however,
that are important for measuring accessibility. The
one-way energetic cost for walking down the side of
a mountain is low, and a one-way least-cost path
would reflect that. The return trip along that same
path, however, would have a tremendous energetic
cost. To account for this, the calculated least-cost
path minimized the energetic cost of both the in-
bound and outbound legs. A round-tip path of
lower energetic cost may exist that follows a differ-
ent path to and from a given location, but
calculating these paths for all locations in the park is
intractable (4�1014 calculations), given the extent
and resolution of the remotely sensed data.

In the national park, a large area north of Fon-
tana Lake is considered inaccessible because there
are no road access points and least-cost paths are
plotted from trails that intersect roads to the east and
west of this area. If boat access was included in the
model, then the lower elevation locations in this area
would have lower energetic costs. However, the area
has few vegetation plots because research teams have
cars or trucks but not boats, so we have assumed this
is a real limitation. The model could easily be ex-
panded to include other modes of transportation.

Sensitivity analysis

We assessed the relative importance of the
model parameters (both isotropic and anisotropic)
by generating a series of least-cost path landscapes
by varying each parameter. Each of the slope, trail,
stream, and vegetation effects was given a high and a
low value by multiplying the original parameters by
2 and 0.5, respectively. Given four parameters of
three levels (low, original, high), we generated a
factorized series of 81 landscapes of each unique
parameter set. This factorization allowed the as-
sessment of both independent and interaction effects
between the parameters. We then compared the
mean accessibilities of these varied landscapes to
that of the original model.

Analysis of accessibility bias in the permanent
vegetation plots

Each plot in the vegetation survey data was as-
sociated with an estimated energetic expenditure (in

J kg� 1). Since the geographic locations of vegeta-
tion samples are known to within only 50m, we used
the mean energetic cost of all sites within a radius of
50m of a plot.

To assess whether the plots exhibited sampling
bias for accessible locations, we compared the dis-
tribution of accessibility among plots to park-wide
distribution accessibility using a one-sided Kolmo-
gorov-Smirnoff (KS) test. This procedure shows
whether or not the distribution function of accessi-
bility among the observed plots is consistently more
accessible than the distribution function of accessi-
bility for the entire park. Second, we tested whether
each vegetation type was more accessible or less ac-
cessible than its random expectation given its area,
using a randomization test where vegetation type
assignment for each cell in the landscape was per-
muted 1000 times and the median accessibility of
each vegetation type was calculated. Third, we tes-
ted the observed number of plots in each vegetation
type against the null hypothesis that plots were ran-
domly assigned to each vegetation type proportional
to its area. This was done by comparing the ob-
served number of plots to their expected abundance
in a multinomial distribution, in which probabilities
were the relative areas of each vegetation type. This
procedure highlighted those vegetation types that
are chronically under-sampled or over-sampled re-
lative to their area in the park. We corrected for
multiple comparisons using the false discovery rate
(FDR; Storey et al. (2004); qvalues package in R,
Dabney & Storey 2008), but the number of sig-
nificant tests did not change even at high cutoff
values, therefore those q-values are not reported.
Finally, we tested whether observed plots within a
vegetation type tended to be in accessible locations
by generating 10,000 random samples of the same
size as the number of observed plots within each ve-
getation type and comparing their distribution of
accessibility to the observed distribution of accessi-
bility among plots. Again, FDR was used for the
multiple comparisons of vegetation types, and the
results predicted no false positives given the original
P-values and a large cutoff.

Results

The model

Estimated round-trip energy costs calculated
from roads to all other points in the park ranged
from 15 to 1.62�105 J kg� 1 (Fig. 1). The distribu-
tion of energetic cost in the park was skewed toward
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more accessible sites, with a mean of 4.54�104 J
kg� 1 and a standard deviation of 3.22�104 J kg� 1.
The area north of Fontana Lake in the SW part of
the park is the largest contiguous area that is in-
accessible, followed closely by an area in the NE
part of the park. The estimated energetic costs can
be measured in kilocalorie (kcal) expenditures if the
weight of the person is known. Based on the model,
an average male weighing 75 kg would expend on
average 650 kcal traveling from the nearest road to a
random site within the park, and would expend
2,768 kcal to travel to and from the most in-
accessible site in the park along the least-cost path.

Sensitivity analysis of the model parameters re-
vealed slope as the dominant contributor to the
mean accessibility of the model (Fig. 2). The effect of
varying costs associated with vegetation was similar
to that of slope, but of a much lower magnitude (an
approximately 3% change in mean accessibility).
Interaction effects contributed little to mean acces-
sibility relative to their independent effects and are
not reported here. Doubling the resistance of slope
increased energetic cost five-times more than dou-
bling any of vegetation, trail, or stream resistances
(Fig. 2). The greater sensitivity of the model to slope
is significant because the relationship between en-
ergetic expenditure and slope has been well tested
from treadmill experiments on human subjects
(Minetti et al. 2002).

Accessibility bias

Topographic gradients are a major determinant
of vegetation patterns in GSMNP (Whittaker 1956)
and also effect how roads and trails are built. We
analyzed the relationship between accessibility and
local elevation, slope, and hillshade for 1�106 ran-
domly chosen locations using a linearmodel (Table 2,
Fig. 3). The interactions between elevation, slope,
and hillshade were significantly predictive of acces-
sibility, although the pure effects of elevation and
hillshade were not. The accessible locations are
clearly not a random sample of the park’s topo-
graphic gradients.

The estimated round-trip energetic expenditure
to vegetation plots ranged from 53 to 1.51�105 J
kg� 1, with a mean energetic expenditure of
2.7�104 J kg� 1. As expected, the distribution of
sample units in the park is not a random sample of
accessibilities in the park (Fig. 4, K-S test results:
D5 0.1802 Po0.001). There are nearly three times
as many plots in highly accessible areas than would
be expected given a random sample.

All vegetation types within the park exhibited a
significant trend toward either accessibility or in-
accessibility based on a random expectation
(Appendix S1, Fig. 5). Vegetation type area did not
predict the median energetic cost based on a linear
regression (R2 5 0.009, P5 0.482). The vegetation
plots captured 40 of the 56 vegetation types within
the park. Logistic regression of sampled and non-
sampled vegetation types against area (km2) re-
vealed a significant trend for unsampled vegetation
types to have smaller area (slope5 3.214, P5

0.092). Yet, of the unsampled vegetation types, only
two had an expected number of plots of one or less.
Ten (17%) of the vegetation types in the park are
significantly under-sampled relative to their area,
and 16 (29%) are over-sampled (Table 3). The most

Fig. 2. The difference in mean landscape accessibility with
relative changes in the costs associated with slope, trails,
vegetation, and streams. Results are shown for each para-
meter multiplied by factors of 2.0 (dark bars) and 0.5 (light
bars).

Table 2. Linear regression results of energetic cost (J kg
m� 1) as a function of elevation, slope and hillshade
(azimuth 45, bearing 135) for a sample of 100,000 random
points. Most of the explained variance is bound up in
interactions between the topographic variables, rather
than the pure effects.

Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(4|t|)

(Intercept) 34588.7521 3594.1111 9.62 0.0000
elev 5.5698 3.4122 1.63 0.1026
Shade � 145.3839 20.1727 � 7.21 0.0000
Slope � 88.6227 117.7989 � 0.75 0.4519
elev : shade 0.1084 0.0193 5.61 0.0000
elev : slope 0.3784 0.1105 3.42 0.0006
shade : slope 3.6384 0.6620 5.50 0.0000
elev : shade : slope � 0.0030 0.0006 � 4.79 0.0000
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significantly under-collected vegetation type was
high-elevation Blue Ridge hemlock-northern hard-
wood forest. The most significantly over-collected
vegetation type was also a high-elevation forest of
the red spruce-Fraser fir type.

Even among vegetation types that were sig-
nificantly over-sampled relative to their area,
sampling bias for accessible sites remained. Fraser
Fir forest, for example, is significantly over-sampled
(Table 3). Its landscape distribution is inaccessible
(Appendix S1), and the plots occurring within this
vegetation type are significantly biased for more ac-
cessible locations (Table 4). As a result, although the
vegetation types are over-sampled relative to its
area, its largest inaccessible patch only has two plots
(Fig. 5b).

Plots in 18 of the 40 vegetation types sampled
exhibited significant correlation with accessible
parts of the vegetation type (Table 4). Plots in two
vegetation types, High-Elevation Red Oak Forest
(Evergreen Shrub Type) and Montane Alluvial
Forest (Cades Cove/Ocanaluftee) were significantly
inaccessible, and both of these vegetation types were
over-sampled relative to their area in the park. Six
vegetation types were under-sampled, and biased for
accessible locations in the places that were sampled.

Discussion

Assessment of the model

For both natural and social science studies of
human interactions with conservation areas, this
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Fig. 3. Probability densities of energetic cost versus three topographic descriptors (elevation, slope, and hillshade) for 1�106
random locations in the park.

Fig. 4. Expected and observed frequencies of vegetation
surveys by accessibility. Expected frequencies (black line)
are the number of plots that would be observed if vegeta-
tion surveys were uncorrelated with accessibility. Plot
frequencies (gray bars) are binned into 50 equal interval
quantiles, each spanning 3230 J kg� 1. The data show a
strong correlation with accessible sites, especially the most
accessible sites.
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model, the first to present round-trip energetic
costs (in J kg� 1) and which incorporates vegetation
density and stream crossings, represents an

improvement over the distance-based models in
general use. Landscape estimates of accessibility
also provide information for making conservation

Fig. 5. The 50-bin histograms of the energetic cost distributions of two vegetation types (gray bars, left y-axis). The selected
vegetation types are examples of significantly accessible (a), and inaccessible (b) vegetation types. Expected areas under an
assumption of random accessibility are shown (black solid line, left y-axis). The numbers of vegetation plots occurring in the
50 accessibility bins are also shown (gray triangles, right y-axis). Fraser Fir Forest is over-sampled relative to its area;
Chestnut Oak Forest is under-sampled relative to its area.

Table 3. Observed (obs) and expected (exp) number of vegetation plots for significantly over-sampled (1) and under-
sampled (� ) vegetation types in the park. Note: Two-tailed significance – ����o0.1,�o0.05,��o0.001,���o0.0001.

Vegetation type Obs exp diff P-value

Blue Ridge Hemlock–Northern Hardwood Forest 60 125 � 0.000���

Appalachian Montane Oak–Hickory Forest (Red Oak Type) 23 54 � 0.000���

Mountain Laurel (sparse canopy) 64 101 � 0.000���

Rhododendron sp. (sparse canopy) 1 13 � 0.000���

Red Spruce–Northern Hardwood Forest 2 14 � 0.000���

Blue Ridge Table Mountain Pine–Pitch Pine Woodland (Typic Type) 65 92 � 0.001��

Red Spruce–Fraser Fir Forest (Evergreen Shrub Type) 0 5 � 0.005�

Early Successional Appalachian Hardwood Forest 0 4 � 0.009�

Appalachian Montane Oak–Hickory Forest (Typic Acidic Type) 44 59 � 0.019�

Appalachian Montane Oak–Hickory Forest (Chestnut Oak Type) 2 7 � 0.021�

Southern Appalachian High-Elevation Rocky Summit and Cliff 1 0 1 0.034����

Grassy Bald (Southern Grass Type) 21 13 1 0.024�

Appalachian Montane Alluvial Forest 27 18 1 0.019�

Southern Appalachian Northern Hardwood Forest (Rich Type) 85 68 1 0.017�

Fraser Fir Forest 6 2 1 0.017�

Red Spruce– Northern Hardwood Forest (Herb Type) 10 4 1 0.005��

Chestnut Oak Forest (Xeric Ridge Type) 68 49 1 0.004��

Chestnut Oak Forest (Mesic Slope Heath Type) 37 22 1 0.002��

Southern Appalachian Northern Hardwood Forest (Typic Type) 28 13 1 0.000���

High-Elevation Red Oak Forest (Evergreen Shrub Type) 24 8 1 0.000���

Montane Alluvial Forest (Cades Cove/Ocanaluftee) 8 1 1 0.000���

Appalachian White Pine–Xeric Oak Forest 29 11 1 0.000���

Southern Appalachian Acid Cove Forest (Typic Type) 58 29 1 0.000���

Southern Appalachian Cove Forest (Rich Montane Type) 5 0 1 0.000���

Eastern White Pine Successional Forest 84 39 1 0.000���

Red Spruce–Fraser Fir Forest (Protected Hemlock Type) 6 0 1 0.000���

Red Spruce–Fraser Fir Forest (Shrub Type) 26 2 1 0.000���
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and management decisions, such as selecting re-
storation sites and balancing human use and species
preservation goals in landscape planning.

The least-cost path is an improvement over the
use of simple distance, as well as the typical human
algorithm of minimizing off-trail distance, especially
for more remote locations. This is illustrated by the
increase in mean energetic cost as the cost associated
with trails decreases. Making trails less costly (by
one-half in the sensitivity analysis) increases the on-
trail distances and reduces the off-trail distances for
the least-cost model solutions. However, it usually
increases total energetic cost compared to models
with lower on-trail distances, because the off-trail
portion is more costly than an alternative path that
deviated from the trail at an earlier point. From this
we can see that at a given distance, the ratio of on-
and off-trail hiking affects the total energetic cost
and the likelihood of human effects. Simple distance,
then, is not an adequate measure of accessibility.

The most important parameter for estimating
total energetic cost is the cost associated with walk-
ing up and down slopes. Our model is further
supported by the fact that the correlation between
energetic cost and slope is the most rigorously tested
relationship in the model (e.g., Minetti et al. 2002).
Nonetheless, the model may not include all factors
responsible for the selection of a pathway for inter-
ior locations, because factors other than energetic
cost may influence path choice. For example, foot-
ing is more precarious off-trail than on-trail, and a

hiker may try to minimize risk by staying on the trail
longer than predicted by the energy-based model.
We do not see an easy way of including those factors
or of balancing them against energetic costs.

A second issue concerns the algorithm’s focus
on the immediate neighborhood when calculating
the least-cost path. The algorithm uses a radius of
10m for the next step in the path and, therefore,
does not assess the larger-scale structure of the
landscape. For instance, it may be possible to em-
ploy a series of switchbacks to get up a steep slope
rather than merely find the shallowest gradient to
follow along the slope. Nevertheless, the least-cost
path is often an improvement over the typical algo-
rithm of minimizing off-trail distance, especially for
more remote locations, because we found that such
choices generally increase mean energetic cost. The
number of calculations needed to assess the larger-
scale structure of the landscape is prohibitively large,
since the number of potential pathways increases
greatly as the search radius increases. An alternative
may be to greatly increase the grain size of the data
(in order to reduce the number of required calcula-
tions for larger search radii), but this choice would
reduce resolution of the topographic data.

Sampling bias and accessibility

What are the implications of the accessibility
sampling bias for data analysis? Reese et al. (2005)
suggest that samples that occur near roads are

Table 4. Vegetation types in which observed plots (obs) exhibit significant sampling bias for either accessible (� ) or
inaccessible (1) locations based on a randomization test. Note: Two-tailed significant � ����o0.1, �o0.05, ��o0.001,
���o0.0001.

Vegetation type obs bias P-value

Southern Appalachian Beech Gap 67 � 0.000���

Pine Woodland (Xeric) 65 � 0.000���

Southern Appalachian Heath/Mountain Laurel Bald 21 � 0.000���

High-Elevation Blackberry Thicket 22 � 0.000���

Cultivated Meadow 27 � 0.000���

Rush Marsh 68 � 0.001��

Grassy Bald (Southern Grass Type) 39 � 0.001��

Appalachian Montane Alluvial Forest 4 � 0.002��

Blue Ridge Hemlock–Northern Hardwood Forest 10 � 0.002��

Fraser Fir Forest 104 � 0.002��

Appalachian Montane Oak–Hickory Forest (Red Oak Type) 37 � 0.002��

Red Spruce–Northern Hardwood Forest (Herb Type) 44 � 0.003��

Chestnut Oak Forest (Xeric Ridge Type) 28 � 0.004��

Chestnut Oak Forest (Mesic Slope Heath Type) 1 � 0.004��

Mountain Laurel (sparse canopy) 1 � 0.009�

Red Spruce–Northern Hardwood Forest 2 � 0.010�

Southern Appalachian Eastern Hemlock Forest (White Pine Type) 60 � 0.021�

Southern Appalachian Eastern Hemlock Forest (Typic Type) 58 � 0.024�

Early Successional Appalachian Hardwood Forest 7 � 0.031����

Appalachian Montane Oak Hickory Forest (Typic Acidic Type) 29 � 0.046����

High-Elevation Red Oak Forest (Evergreen Shrub Type) 6 1 0.022�

Montane Alluvial Forest (Cades Cove/Ocanaluftee) 24 1 0.003��
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effective at predicting species distributions at a land-
scape scale. However, the generality of this result is
dependent upon the spatial arrangement of species dis-
tributions and habitats relative to accessibility, the
potential effects of humans on environment and species
distributions, and beta diversity. We believe it is unwise
to assume that these factors are unimportant.However,
our model also creates a variable that can be used to
structure field sampling in order to determine if bias in
conclusions based on field observations is likely.

In GSMNP, most vegetation types and environ-
ments are not randomly arranged relative to
accessibility. Some vegetation types have their greatest
abundance in the more inaccessible areas of the park,
while some are most abundant in accessible areas
(Fig. 5). Even within broad vegetation types, such as
all spruce-fir or all cove forests, correlations with ac-
cessibility were varied (Appendix S1). Thus, there is no
reason to expect that sampling exclusively in accessible
areas will capture a representative sample of all vege-
tation types in the park. The vegetation plots we have
used do capture all the broad vegetation types, even
though they were significantly biased for accessibility
for two reasons: (1) sample size is large (1104 plots)
and (2) the sample is aggregated from studies that may
have targeted particular associations. A sample biased
for accessibility that is smaller and random with re-
spect to vegetation types would not capture those
types at a rate equal to their area in the park.

Applications

As a general rule, habitat patches that are dis-
tant and isolated from each other tend to have
differences in composition (Nekola & White 1999).
This pattern holds true for GSMNP (Jobe 2008).
Vegetation types exhibiting great spatial turnover in
composition are more likely to differ between acces-
sible and inaccessible areas. Therefore, exclusively
accessible surveys will potentially capture only a
portion of the landscape-scale variance in species
composition for such vegetation types. While beta
diversity would produce an expected bias in acces-
sible plots (plots clustered in accessible locations
would be less affected by species turnover than plots
with greater spatial extent and dispersion), correla-
tions of accessibility with environmental parameters
(topography in this paper) would also mean that
accessible plots would sample only a portion of the
range of variation of any given vegetation.

Sophisticated models of accessibility are important
because the correlations between accessibility and
human effects are not always linear. The harvest of
medicinal herbs, which is illegal in the park, serves as

example of such complexities. The goal of a poacher is
to collect as many plants as possible without getting
caught. They might choose to harvest plants in acces-
sible areas because they can collect many herbs in a
short time, and leave the park quickly. This would tend
to deplete accessible relative to inaccessible populations.
On the other hand, poachers may choose to harvest in
inaccessible areas because they believe the probability
of getting caught is low (the probability of finding un-
disturbed herb populations may also be high because of
previous harvest in accessible areas). A practical appli-
cation of the accessibility model would be to discern
between those two foraging strategies by comparing the
difference in population density between actual and
potential distribution of herbs to accessibility.
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Additional supporting information may be
found in the online version of this article:

Appendix S1. Vegetation types of GSMNP used
for sorted by frequency in the park. Median en-
ergetic cost, and direction of correlation with
accessibility for significantly accessible (� ) and in-
accessible (1) vegetation types are shown.
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